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Embedding Files in PDFs

The ~CommentEmbed custom TimeSavers shortcut embeds the specified file in the 
PDF file, as a comment (supported with Acrobat/Reader 5 or higher).

Syntax: 
alert ~CommentEmbed (file.ext) (title) (description) /CS (yyyymmdd) 
k-filesize

/CS = color label (as defined in TS-colors.ini) + icon (0=Paperclip, 1=Attachment, 
2=Tag, 3=Graph)

File size is specified in KB; if 0, “unknown” is displayed in Acrobat’s attachment 
details.

Example: 
alert ~CommentEmbed (attach/Industrial-Strength XML.pps) (PowerPoint 
slide show) (XML Overview Slideshow) /B0 (20050304) 119 

The ~DocEmbed custom TimeSavers shortcut embeds the specified file in the PDF 
file, as a document attachment (supported with Acrobat/Reader 6 or higher).

Syntax: 
alert ~DocEmbed (file.ext) (description) (yyyymmdd) k-filesize

Example:
alert ~DocEmbed (attach/interview.jpg) (interview opening) (20041224) 
36

During distilling, the default location for the text files is the Distiller folder; the 
shortcuts can be modified to refer to a different path with the distillP command. 
Icon type, location and color can also be adjusted.

The attachment can opened or saved to disk by right-clicking the attachment icon; it 
is opened if double-clicked.

[WindowsToFrameFontAliases]
;
; This section gives the Frame font name for a Windows font. 
; The format is Windows_Font=Frame_Font
; Note this is the only place in maker.ini which refers to Windows fonts.
; All other maker.ini font entries refer to the FrameFont.
;
; The format is (on a single line):
;
;  A_WINDOWS_FONT_NAME,[Italic | Regular |*],[A_WEIGHT |*]=
;  A_FRAME_FONT_NAME, [ AN_ANGLE | * ], [ A_WEIGHT | * ], 
;   [ A_VARIATION | * ]
... 


[WindowsToFrameFontAliases]
;
; This section gives the Frame font name for a Windows font. 
; The format is Windows_Font=Frame_Font
; Note this is the only place in maker.ini which refers to Windows fonts.
; All other maker.ini font entries refer to the FrameFont.
;
; The format is (on a single line):
;
;  A_WINDOWS_FONT_NAME,[Italic | Regular |*],[A_WEIGHT |*]=
;  A_FRAME_FONT_NAME, [ AN_ANGLE | * ], [ A_WEIGHT | * ], 
;   [ A_VARIATION | * ]
;
;  A_WINDOWS_FONT_NAME=a valid windows font face as it appears in other
;                      Windows applications.
;
;  A_FRAME_FONT_NAME=anything, but generally it is chosen to have
;                    Frame cross-platform compatibility.
;
;  A_WEIGHT=Defined above as Weights=
;
;  AN_ANGLE=Defined above as Angles=
;
;  A_VARIATION=Defined above as Variations=
;  
; In the absence of an alias, the default aliasing is always applied,
; it can be written:    
;     Windows Family Name, *, *=Windows Family Name, *, *, *
;
; The following are example of entries:
;
; Helvetica, Italic, *=Helvetica, Oblique, *, Regular
; HelveticaNarrow, *, *=Helvetica, * , * , Narrow
; HelveticaNarrow,Italic, *=Helvetica, Oblique, *, Narrow
;

setup file -- copy/paste as needed
font substitution table
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